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ABSTRACT

This study high lights on the subject of weight initializa-
tion in back-propagation feed-forward networks. Training
data is analyzed and the notion of critical points is intro-
duced for determining the initial weights and the number of
hidden units. The proposed method has been applied to ar-
ti�cial data and the publicly available cancer database. The
experimental outcomes indicate that the proposed method
reduces training time and results in better solution.

1. Introduction

Multilayer neural networks (MLNNs) are widely used for
pattern classi�cation. They are particularly useful, when a
proper model of the statistical distribution is unavailable.
Several learning algorithms have been developed for train-
ing MLNNs and out of them Back Propagation [1] is prob-
ably most widely used. However, the learning procedure is
time consuming and there is no guarantee for arriving at
a global solution. In order to solve these problems, there
have been a number of researches related to the adaption of
learning rate [2] - [3], and optimal network architecture [4]
- [7]. In [8], it has been shown that training data selection
is also important.

On the other hand, it is widely known that the initial
weights largely e�ect the generalization performance. Wil-
son has proposed Fast BPN [9], where the initial param-
eters are determined by estimating the signal rank with
generalized likelihood ratio test (GLRT) and the singular
value decomposition (SVD) of the GLRT covariance ma-
trix. However, the disadvantage of their method is that the
number of hidden nodes cannot exceed the input feature
dimension.

The objective of this study is to investigate the learning
characteristics of MLNNS and develop a new method for
faster learning and better solution.

This paper is divided into 5 sections. The next section
describes the pattern mapping criterion of MLNNs. The
third section presents the automatic method for generating
initial weights for input to hidden layer. Experimental re-
sults of arti�cial, real world data are provided in the fourth
section. Finally the last section is devoted to conclusion
and further researches.

2. Pattern classi�cation characteristics of

MLNNs

In any pattern classi�cation system, pattern mapping or
pattern classi�cation is equivalent to dividing an N dimen-
sional space where the patterns are distributed. In case of
MLNNs, this N dimensional space is divided by forming
hyper-planes with the help of synaptic weights of nonlinear
neurons. MLNNs do not make any assumption about prob-
ability distribution functions of data and can solve com-
plex problems with arbitrary decision boundary. The de-
gree of freedom in placing the decision boundary is very
high. Therefore, neural networks are considered to be a
good choice for pattern classi�cation tasks.

Another most important aspect of neural networks is
learn-ability. In case of supervised learning the networks
can �nd optimal synaptic weights through learning. How-
ever, since the neural networks are nonlinear systems and
gradient descent is used to �nd a set of weights to optimize
the performance on a particular task, there is always a pos-
sibility of getting stuck in local minima. Therefore, global
minima or optimal solution is not always guaranteed. Fur-
thermore, the learning process is time consuming and it is
highly dependent on the problem that is to be solved.

If we assume that there are no overlap among the distri-
bution of training patterns belonging to di�erent categories,
then pattern mapping can be categorized in the following
classes.

1. kXi �Xjk is small
V

kY i � Y jk is small

2. kXi �Xjk is small
V

kY i � Y jk is large

3. kXi �Xjk is large
V

kY i � Y jk is small

4. kXi �Xjk is large
V

kY i � Y jk is large

Here, Xi and Xj belong to class !1 and !2, Y i and Y j

are the corresponding output vectors, and k�k stands for the
Euclidean norm. In case of 1., the problem is to map similar
input vectors in a way such that the corresponding output
vectors also become similar. In the second case, the input
vectors are similar but they are to be mapped as di�erent
patterns in the output space. The third case implies that
the input patterns that are far from each other in the input
space are to be mapped as similar patterns in the output



space. Finally, the 4th case means that the input patterns
are far from each other in the input space and they are to
be mapped as di�erent patterns in the output space.

Now, the pattern mapping of 1., 3., and 4. are not that
di�cult. However, in case of 2., the problem is to map the
patterns that are very close in the input space, as di�erent
patterns in the output space. In this case even though
the solution exists, due to the di�culty of the problem the
training process would be time consuming. Therefore, the
second type of pattern mapping results in very slow learning
and the possibility of arriving at a local solution is very
high.

The proof for the above mention phenomenon is as fol-
lows.

If we de�ne the connection weight from the i'th input to
the j'th hidden unit as wij then the total input and output
of the j'th hidden unit can be de�ned as follows.

netj =

nX

i=1

wijxi + �j ; Oj = �(netj); �(netj) =
1

1 + e�netj
:

Here, �(�) is the activation function and �j is the bias. At
the same time the total input to the kth output unit and
the corresponding output can be de�ned as follows.

netk =

jX

j=1

wjkOi + �k; Ok = �(netk);

where, �(�) is the same activation function as it was with
the hidden layer.

Suppose we have training patterns x1n and x2�n that are
very close in the input space and the patterns belong to
the class !1 and !2 respectively. In this case, the network
output would become extremely sensitive. This is because
the network output must change rapidly for a small change
in the input.

Now, if the decision boundary is far from the patterns
x1n and x2�n, then the corresponding outputs would have
the valueO1n

�= O2�n
�= 0 or 1. However, during the learning

process, as the decision boundary approaches x1n and x2�n
the output of the corresponding patterns approach to the
same value, and the learning process becomes extremely
slow. In this case, as the decision boundary moves close to
the pair x1n , x2�n or enters the region between the pair, the
amount of weight correction becomes extremely small. To
be speci�c, if we assume O1n

�= O2�n
�= some value y then

the amount of correction for the n'th pattern �n would be
as follows.

�n = ��nOnj ; �n = (tn �On) �f(netn);

where, Onj is the output of the j'th hidden unit. Now, as
the patterns x1n and x2�n are similar, the output of the jth
hidden unit would also become similar, that is

O1nj
�= O2�nj; and �f(net1n) �= �f(net2�n):

In this case, the weight correction will be as follows.

�1n +�2�n = �O1nj((t1n � O1n) + (t2�n � O2�n)) �f(net1n)

Now, if it is assumed that the targets of the patterns are

t1n = 1; t2�n = 0;

and the output of the patterns are

O1n = z; O2�n = z � �;

then the weight correction would become as follows.

�1n +�2�n = �O1nj((t1n � z) + (t2�n � (z � �))) �f(net1n)

= ((t1n + t2�n)� 2z + �) �f(net1n) = (1� 2z + �) �f(net1n):

Now at the beginning of training, the decision bound-
ary would be far from x1n and x2�n and in that case the
correction of synaptic weights would not be small. How-
ever, during the training process, as the decision boundary
moves towards x1n and x2�n, because of the similarity of the
patterns the output would approach the same value. The
most critical situation would take place as the value of z
and k�k approaches the value 0.5 and 0 respectively. That
is,

�1n +�2�n = lim
z!0:5

lim
�!0

(1� 2z + �) �f(net1n) �= 0

Therefore, the correction of weights for these patterns
would become very small and as a result the learning pro-
cess would become extremely slow.

On the other hand, if the patterns x1n and x2�n are far
from each other in the input space, even if the decision
boundary moves towards them the activation of the corre-
sponding outputs would not become the same at the same
time. Hence, the weight correction will not become small.

3. Estimation of decision boundary

Critical point

Decision boundary

Class1

Class2

Figure 1: Critical points and decision boundary

In the present study, feed forward multi-layer networks
that employ back-propagation for training are considered.
The decision rule is to select the class corresponding to the
output neuron with the largest output. For the sake of sim-
plicity, the number of output unit is set to two (two-class



classi�cation problem). However, the concept can be hope-
fully extended to multi-class classi�cation problems. The
decision boundary for a multi-layer feed-forward network is
de�ned as follows.

De�nition 1. The decision boundary between two classes
in a feed-forward neural networks is the locus of points
where both output neurons produce same activations

If we de�ne the activation output unit i as Oi(X) where
X is an input vector and let d(X) = O1(X)�O2(X), then
the decision boundary can be de�ned as

fXjd(X) = 0g

Next we introduce the idea of Critical points as follows.
De�nition 2. The set of critical points contains pairs of
points that satisfy the following conditions:

min
k
(d(pi; qk)) = d(pi; qj);min

k
(d(pk; qj)) = d(pi; qj):

Here, d(pi; qk) denotes the Euclidean distance between the
vector pi and qk .

If we denote the samples in class !1 as pi and samples
in class !2 as qj then for each sample in class !1 and class
!2, the set of critical points C can be de�ned as

C = f(pi; qj)jmin
k
(d(pi; qk)) = d(pi; qj);

min
k
(d(pk; qj)) = d(pi; qj); pi 2 !1; qj 2 !2g:

Now, as shown in Fig. 1, the decision boundary must
pass through the critical points. If the coordinate of
the pair of critical point (pi; qk) are (xi; yk) and (ui; vk)
then the ideal hyper plane must go through the point
(xi+uk)

2 ;
(yi+vk)

2 .

In the present approach instead of starting from scratch
the initial weights for the hidden units are calculated from
the critical points.

Since, the weight vectors are orthogonal to the separat-
ing hyper-plane, the initial weights are generated in the
following way. First, the pair of critical points are deter-
mined from the training data as mentioned above. Next for
all pair of critical points (pi; qk) the weight vectors mn are
generated by the following equation:

mn =
pi � qk
kpi � qik

and the biases �n are generated by the following equation:

�n = �nt � P = �
(pi � qk)

t

kpi � qkk
�
(pi + qk)

2

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiments with arti�cial data

In the present approach the number of hidden units is
kept the same as the number of critical points calculated
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Figure 2: Decision boundary given by proposed method

from the training data. Two dimensional data is used for
training and testing. Five samples for each class (in this
case 2 classes) were randomly generated for training. The
network had two input units, two output units and the
number of hidden unit was set to 3. Training was continued
until the mean square error reach 0.001. For testing, 10000
samples were randomly generated and the class to which the
testing sample falls is decided by considering the maximum
activation of the output units. The network could learn the
training data with 3 hidden units. The decision boundary is
estimated from output activation of the network in respect
to the testing samples as follows.
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Figure 3: Decision boundary given by Conventional Back-
propagation

For each testing sample correctly classi�ed as class !1,
�nd the nearest testing sample correctly classi�ed as class
!2. The same process is repeated for the testing samples
classi�ed as class !2. Now the line connecting the pairs
mentioned above must pass through the decision boundary
since the pair of samples correctly classi�ed di�erently. The
decision boundary given by the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 2 (the calculated pair of critical points are con-
nected by solid lines). In order to evaluate the e�ectiveness
of the proposed method another set of experiments were
performed by employing conventional back-propagation al-
gorithm and the decision boundary is shown in Fig. 3.
Next, the network was trained with �ve di�erent initial
weights (weights for hidden to output unit connection) ,



Init weight Iteration Iteration
Proposed method Standard BP

Seed1 6345 21279
Seed2 6341 21347
Seed3 6251 21263
Seed4 6179 21050
Seed5 6224 22019
Mean 6268 21392

Table 1: Comparison of results

the and the results are summarized in Table 1.

It can be seen in Table 1, that the iterations necessary for
the proposed method is less than 1/3 of that of standard
back-propagation. In case of standard back-propagation,
there is no other way than to cut and try for determining
the number of hidden units necessary for solving a problem.
In case of the proposed method, the number of hidden unit
is determined automatically.

4.2. Experiments with Real Data

Experiments were performed by using the cancer data
base obtained from the University of California machine
learning database. The database is publicly available and
it contains 699 instances, each having 9 attributes. It was
divided into ten training and ten test sets and a ten fold
cross validation was performed. In order to evaluate the
e�ectiveness of the proposed method another set of ex-
periment was performed by applying the standard back-
propagation. The number of hidden units was set to the
number of critical points given by the proposed method.
The average accuracy rate of the proposed method, stan-
dard back-propagation and the results of applying Bayes
decision (assuming normal distribution for each category)
rule are shown in Table 2.

Method Accuracy (%)

Proposed 96.8
Standard BP 96.3
Bayes 95.27

Table 2: Average accuracy rate

On the other hand, the following linear programming
methods for pattern recognition: Multi Surface Method [10]
(MSM), Robust Linear Programming [11] (RLP), and Per-
turbed Robust Linear Programming [12] (RLP-P) were also
applied on the same dataset and the results are summarized
in Table 3.

It can be seen in Table 3, that out of the three meth-
ods RLPP gives the best accuracy of 96.6 %. Now if com-
pared to Table 2, it is clear that the proposed method gives
slightly better result than RLPP.

Method Accuracy (%)

MSM 92.6
RLP 96.4
RLP-P 96.6

Table 3: Average accuracy rate of linear programming
methods

5. Conclusion

It has been successfully shown through experiments that
the a priori related to decision boundary can be employed
for determining the initial weights of the network. Com-
pared to standard back-propagation the proposed method
reduces training time and results in better solution. How-
ever, optimality of the number of hidden units determined
by the proposed method is yet to be investigated. The
method has to be applied to other pattern classi�cation
problems.
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